Dystopian/Post-apocalyptic fiction
All these things I’ve done – Gabrielle Zevin

The Jewel / Amy Ewing (2014)

The Knife of Never Letting Go / Patrick Ness

Life as we knew it / Susan Pfeffer

Maggot Moon / Sally Gardner

Matched / Ally Condie

The Maze Runner / James Dashner

Noble Conflict / Malorie Blackman
POD / Stephen Wallenfels
The Repossession / Sam Hawksmoor
Riot / Sarah Mussi

Runners / Ann Kelley
Seven second delay / Tom Easton

Six days / Philip Webb

Slated / Teri Terry
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Set in a grim and future New York, with a
backdrop of prohibition (of chocolate and
caffeine), a crime war and some romance!
16-year-old Violet is a surrogate. Taken from her
family, she will be auctioned off to a royal family
to incubate their child.
Set in a world full of ‘noise’ – all thoughts can be
heard and Todd is the last boy left in a town
where there are no women. The town is keeping
secrets from him ……. Thrilling and edgy.
When an asteroid knocks the moon closer to
earth, there are catastrophic consequences. In
an increasingly desperate world, Miranda and
her family struggle to survive and to hold on to
hope.
Narrated against the backdrop of a ruthless
regime determined to beat its enemies in the
race to the moon – a powerful story of heroism ,
courage and friendship.
Everything is controlled by Society – all meals are
nutritionally tailored to the individual, who you
marry and when you die. But have they made a
mistake with one of the Matches?
Fast paced – the gladers live in a walled
encampment at the centre of a terrible stone
maze – no one knows how they came to be
there, but the runners risk everything to find
out!
Dystopian, love, violence, trust and betrayal
Alien invasion. Apocalyptic
dystopian page turner with romance.
action packed thriller. Uprisings and rioting
against the governments new enforced
sterilisation of teens.
global warming/dystopian future
Dystopian thriller. Technological possibilities vs
hunger and refugees wanting to come to the
Edenic Isles (UK).
dystopian future set in the ruins of postapocalyptic London and the search for an
artefact with the power to change life on Earth.
Tense futuristic psychological thriller – young
criminals have their memories wiped and
become the Slated. Kyla must learn again – she
should be placid and happy now, but things
aren’t quite right and she is desperate to find out
what is going on.

Starters / Lissa Price

Winterkill / Kate A. Boorman

Witch Crag / Kate Cann

Mind Games / Teri Terry

Uglies/Scott Westerfield

Hunger Games/Suzanne Collins

Divergent/Veronica Roth

The Disappeared/C.J.Harper

The Glimpse/Claire Merle

Delirium/Lauren Oliver

Teenagers are at the mercy of wealthy geriatrics
who will go to any lengths to use them for their
own gain…..the elderly have an insatiable quest
for physical perfection.
The Council’s rules are strict and no one can
leave the settlement where there is nothing but
danger beyond the wall – but Emmeline
struggles with this and begins to hear the call of
the trees beyond the Wall.
In a world where 'elite' men rule and women and
'weak' men are second class, Kita must make a
choice: to remain with tribes and accept
arranged marriages and being treated with less
value than sheep, or escape and journey to the
place that even the strongest men fear with their
lives - the witch crag.
Life is tightly controlled by PareCo., but Luna is a
misfit and can’t plug into PareCo’s virtual world
where almost everyone lives their lives. But it is
dangerous to stand out ….
At 16, everyone undergoes surgery to transform
from ‘ugly’ to ‘pretty’, but not everyone wants to
give up their individuality and is something
darker happening beneath all the beauty?
At the annual terrifying realtiy TV show, 24
young people must appear, with one rule – kill
or be killed .
society is divided into five factions and all 16yr
olds must select which faction to belong to.
Action packed, love, trust, betrayal.
In a world of violence and deception, only the
strongest are valued. Jackson is wiped from the
records and must go to an Academy where
teachers are in cages and students drugged.
Society is segregated according to whether
people are genetically disposed towards mental
illness
Fast paced , love is a disease that will ultimately
kill you, so you must be cured!

After the Snow/S.D.Crockett

Set in a sixth ice age – 2059. Human survival, self
discovery in a bleak , violent world – but also
love, hope and courage

Dark Inside/Jeyn Roberts

global earthquake, road rage, survival

Feed/MT Anderson

set in a society where people connect to the
internet via feeds implanted in their brains
Hellish future where people are divided into the
Wanted (those who are favoured by the ruling
Demons) and Unwanted. A stranger arrives and
offers hope to the small resistance group.

Fire City/Bali Rai

Cracks/Caroline Green

Acid/Emma Pass

The Name on Your Wrist/Helen Hiorns

The One Safe Place/Tania Unsworth

Blood Red Road/Moira Young

The 100/Kass Morgan

The Wordsmith/Patricia Forde

Cal finds his world breaking apart and wakes
from a 12 year coma to a very different reality
and when he is rescued he begins to learn the
truth, but the authorities want him back and he
doesn’t know who can he trust .
The brutal police force, known as ACID, locked
Jenna in a high security prison, but rebels break
her free. Jenna is tough and seeks answers in a
dangerous world – a real page turning thriller!
Your soulmate’s name appears on your wrist
when you are a toddler, but Corin wants to be
able to choose her own. What will happen if she
starts making her own decisions? Moral
questions, love, loss in a thought-provoking
future.
The gap is huge between rich and poor and
orphaned Devin hears rumours of a safe place
where children are looked after. But there is a
dark and terrible price to be paid there and will
Devin survive it?
Life is hard in the isolated home where Saba and
her twin are raised and when he is kidnapped,
Saba sets off to find him with grit and
determination in a world filled with barren
wastelands and tough, desperate people.
Nuclear war devasted Earth and a large group of
people have survived in spaceships, but time is
running out and a hundred teenagers, all of
whom have committed crimes, are sent to Earth
to test whether it is now inhabitable. But there
is more than the danger of radiation as the
youngsters meet the grounders.
A book about words and their power - on the
death of her master, Letta is charged with
collecting words in a post-apocalyptic community
where people are only allowed to speak 'List' prescribed words deemed suitable to keep
everyone safe.

